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"There are no right price of insurance; there is simply the transacted market price which is high enough to bring forth sellers, and low enough to induce buyers”.

Finn and Lane (1997)

Actuarial view:

Price = Expected Loss + Loading
Actuarial pricing

Loading = 20% Standard Deviation of the Treaty

Price tags are obtained with a compound Poisson($\lambda=1.0$)-Pareto($\alpha=2.2$) for claims exceeding 0.8, assuming the excess of loss treaties cover all qualifying claims.
Financial pricing

- No arbitrage
- Find a new probability measure $Q$ by changing the real world probabilities in order to give more weight to unfavourable events

Price = Expected Loss (with new probabilities $Q$)

How can we find a probability measure $Q$ for insurance risks?
A martingale approach to premium calculation principles in an arbitrage free market (Article)

Delbaen, F.¹, Haegendornck, J.²
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Abstract

An arbitrage free model is used to study martingale equivalent probability distributions on the basic probability space of a compound Poisson process. It is shown how this new approach is related to premium calculation principles. © 1989.

Key assumption: “At each time t the company can sell the remaining risk of the period ]t, T[ for a given premium.”

Claims up to time t + premium to resell risk is a martingale
Key assumption: “We assume that at any time a market for proportional reinsurance contracts exists.”

- Present values of claims minus present values of premiums paid is a martingale
“Insurance markets are very far from the fiction of continuous trading...arbitrage opportunities are quite natural in insurance markets”.

Albrecht (1991)
1992

Hurricane Andrew by NOAA / Satellite and Information Service [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

1994

Northridge Earthquake by Gedstrom at en.wikipedia [Public domain], from Wikimedia Commons

1996

Michael Millette (Goldman Sachs) sets out to develop a new generation of reinsurance treaties...
Insurance-linked securities are born

Insurance-linked security (abbrv. ILS)
• covered perils/region
• covered period
• coupon
• nominal
• ...

Severity measurements
- losses paid by cedent
- industry loss
- parametric (for example strength of earthquake or storm)
- ...

100% loss to nominal
0% loss to nominal
As of December 31, 2014 the overall outstanding ILS market had grown to USD 24.1bn, approximately 20% larger than the market size at year end 2013.

Swiss Re (2015)

In comparison, growth of global reinsurance capital was 6% in 2014 according to AON Benfield (2015).
2014 ILS issuances – covered areas

Map created in R based on www.artemis.bm/deal_directory/ and www.perils.org – map might not be accurate, for more accurate information about covered areas consult the mentioned sources and other sources.
Trading

Slower cat bond trading last week, again focused on higher coupons
by ARTEMIS on FEBRUARY 23, 2015

Active December secondary cat bond trading sees risk spreads widen
by ARTEMIS on JANUARY 21, 2015

Strong secondary cat bond trading in November due to impending maturities
by ARTEMIS on DECEMBER 17, 2014

Headlines from www.artemis.bm/blog/
Impact on...

...Market discipline / insurance cycle?

...Duration of reinsurance treaties?

...Lines of business?

...Actuarial work?

...Reinsurer’s business model?
Let’s do a pricing

Example: securities with binary trigger based on industry loss in USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Covered Events</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Price / Coupon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>All natural perils</td>
<td>USD 50bn</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>USD 50bn</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>EQ</td>
<td>USD 50bn</td>
<td>???</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices/coupons are fictitious.
Thank you for your attention.

Solution of “Let’s do a pricing”

Assuming HU and EQ are the only natural catastrophe events which can cause a USD 50bn loss and assuming that they are stochastically independent, we get the following two equations for the risk neutral Q probabilities of triggering events (Q probabilities are introduced on slide 4):

Coupon A = 10.0% = 1*Prob(A triggers) = Prob(HU or EQ) = Prob(HU) + Prob(EQ) - Prob(HU and EQ)
Coupon B = 7.5% = 1*Prob(B triggers) = Prob(HU).

Solving these two equations gives Prob(EQ) = Prob(C triggers) = 2.7% = coupon C (assuming an arbitrage free market).
Selected resources online

• Directory/news of insurance-linked securities
  ➢ www.artemis.bm

• News and analysis
  ➢ www.insurance-linked.com

• Article “What every prudent investor should consider”
  ➢ www.promasta.com/reflections-on-insurance-linked-securities
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